Southern Style & Hot ‘n Spicy
FRIED WINGS

Use only FROZEN wings, no thawing necessary.

Autofry
Heat oil to 350º.
Set time for 5 minutes.
Load wings into the food chute (no more
than 25 at one time), keeping portions equal
between flats and drums.
Close food chute and press START button.

Internal wing temperature must be a minimum
of 165º when fully cooked.

Open Fryer
Place approximately 25 wings into the basket,
keeping portions equal between flats and drums.
Recommended time and oil temperature is
350º for 5 minutes (will vary based on
fryer model).
Place basket into fryer and set timer.
Carefully shake the basket half-way through
cooking process to prevent wings from clumping.

Regardless of quantity, always box in equal
amounts of flats and drums.
Use a Hunt Brothers® wings box for orders of
5 or 10 pieces.
Mark box appropriately to indicate type and
quantity of wings.
For orders of 25 pieces or more use a Hunt
Brothers™ 12” pizza box. It is recommended
that you place a baking sheet liner in the bottom
of the pizza box when using it for wings.

Note: Discard baking sheet after each use.
Frozen shelf life is 6 months (180 days) from date of delivery. Both flavors are freezer to oven; no thawing required.
*Hunt Brothers Pizza follows ServeSafe guidelines. Please check your local health department regulations.
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Southern Style & Hot ‘n Spicy
BAKED WINGS

Thaw wings for a minimum of 48 hours.
Internal wing temperature should be 36º- 41º
before baking.

Place a baking sheet (do not use aluminum foil or
wax paper) on the baking pan.

Wings bake at 550º for 6 minutes; same time
and temperature as pizza.

Regardless of quantity, always box in equal
amounts of flats and drums.

Place wings on the pan, equal amounts flats
and drums.

Discard baking sheet (do not reuse) and box
wings accordingly.

Use a Hunt Brothers® wings box for orders of
5 or 10 pieces.

Place the baking pan ½”-1” from edge of oven.

Internal wing temperature must be a minimum
of 165º when fully cooked.

Mark box appropriately to indicate type and
quantity of wings.
For orders of 25 pieces or more use a Hunt
Brothers™ 12” pizza box. It is recommended
that you place a baking sheet liner in the bottom
of the pizza box when using it for wings.

Note: Discard baking sheet after each use.
Frozen shelf life is 6 months (180 days) from date of delivery.
*Hunt Brothers Pizza follows ServeSafe guidelines. Please check your local health department regulations.
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